Intensity-based 2D 3D registration for lead localization in robot guided deep brain stimulation.
Intraoperative assessment of lead localization has become a standard procedure during deep brain stimulation surgery in many centers, allowing immediate verification of targeting accuracy and, if necessary, adjustment of the trajectory. The most suitable imaging modality to determine lead positioning, however, remains controversially discussed. Current approaches entail the implementation of computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. In the present study, we adopted the technique of intensity-based 2D 3D registration that is commonly employed in stereotactic radiotherapy and spinal surgery. For this purpose, intraoperatively acquired 2D x-ray images were fused with preoperative 3D computed tomography (CT) data to verify lead placement during stereotactic robot assisted surgery. Accuracy of lead localization determined from 2D 3D registration was compared to conventional 3D 3D registration in a subsequent patient study. The mean Euclidian distance of lead coordinates estimated from intensity-based 2D 3D registration versus flat-panel detector CT 3D 3D registration was 0.7 mm ± 0.2 mm. Maximum values of these distances amounted to 1.2 mm. To further investigate 2D 3D registration a simulation study was conducted, challenging two observers to visually assess artificially generated 2D 3D registration errors. 95% of deviation simulations, which were visually assessed as sufficient, had a registration error below 0.7 mm. In conclusion, 2D 3D intensity-based registration revealed high accuracy and reliability during robot guided stereotactic neurosurgery and holds great potential as a low dose, cost effective means for intraoperative lead localization.